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19 JUST KEVIM.. t have no idea.”
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The best magazine for serious CPC users.
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List of PD discs, tapes, library books, services.
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Above all the advice, assistance and friendship
from other HACCI members.

BENEFIT list by Ernie (Wish List) Ruddick

COPYRIGHT: MACCI 1998

Material may not be reproduced either in whole or
in part without the prior consent of the copyright
holders. HACCI club members may freely reproduced
material for their own use. No payment can be made
for any material selected for publication.

PRODUCTION METHOD

WACCI is created using Protext, Promerge, Prospell
and MicroDesign Plus on a CFC 612a and printed by
an Epson Stylus 800, my very old Star LClO, along
with an Epson LQSOO for the graphics.

"Accl is printed and collated by: ProntaPtint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CH1 1H5 01244 313222

NACCI is distributed by the Dworryhouse family who
have to do it all again...again...again...again...
MACOI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRONT COVER: ((lt’s still me, sorry —Philip))

BOB MOFFATT, 01454 329575
Weekends only please.
Masterfile III, Maetercalc
Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FROST, 01983 852197
Isle of Wight, 4pm to 10pm
VDE, CP/M, Protext and
HACCI Services.

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
6pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programming.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Harwickshire
Bprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 822599, Helper, Bpm to 10pm,
PAH Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 211734, Ashford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

MIKE LVOMS, 01942 259942, Higan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk'tronics Speech Synth and help with Sunset.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0272 831361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 123252, Huddersfield. Moll,
CP/H, Hordstat/Newword, dBASE, CP/M PD, CPC-PCH—PC

JOHN BOWLEV, 01733 702158, Peterborough.
PD/Book Libraries and HACCI OMBUDSMAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 1L6

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another world.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, GU16 9YA

MIC RAVNER. 0850 992747 (mobile) Manchester
CPC Emulators on the PC.

PHILIP DIRICHLEAU, 01522 511608 (That's me)
Powerpage 128, G-Paint, Tasword, PD Utilities,
Basic Programing and quite a lot else as well.
Just don't call me after 11pm.

ARTHUR/ANGELA COOK, 01903 206739, Sussex
Tape Library, Repairs, General CPC and Natter
All day till 10pm

DIE}:
This help—line is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other membezs. Edense call
between 7pm and 9pm (unless stated otherwise.)
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Jeff Walker in October 1986

16 October 1996

That's i t, another ”MCI finished and three days ahead of schedule. he I getting
good at this or an I getting good at this? You may answer that question but only
from one of the two options given. Perhaps you night also like to nuse upon that
state of ny nind at the assent. Finish reading Mann and Stuff and make your niud
up afterward (guich clue: situation nornalj.

HELLO ALL OILCE IORE

welcome back to the wonderful world of
“CM. We are ten years old. Jiffy
Walker started this off ten years
ago this month. lley, does that mean

that in three years tile we'll be able
to call ourselves a teenager, get a

personality problem, start to argue
with everyone and generally make

everyone lives a misery. hang about,
don't we do that anyway?

FAIR COIIElll - ONE YEAR 01!

I didn't notice that last months lair
Comment was my twelfth so far. Iup,
“MCI is ten and I've been Fair
Comnent Editor for a whole year and a

little bit. Doesn't time fly when

you're having fun?

NEl TEAI IEIIBER

One of the things that I‘ve wanted to
do with HACCI was to improve the
graphics in the nagaaine somewhat. I'm
alright with page layout and the
likes; I'm not too bad at creating
headers, but what I do find difficult
is creating decent artwork to go
within the magazine. is such, I've put
out my feelers for someone who might
like to take on the task of doing some
graphic work for us. Guess what, I

think I might have found someone who

fits the bill.

Designing graphics on the CPC is not
the easiest task in the world and
takes someone with a natural flare for
such things (They also have to be able
to use hicrobesign). hnyway, I've
managed to volunteer someone for the
task and he is the one and only.

Jonty Jones
41 Hestmoreland live
ltewbiggin-by~the-Sea

Northumherland
“£64 bill!

There is one thing I can say about
this new arrival to the editorial
team. It's certainly going to be,
shall we say, controversial. It also
means, which if far more importantly
to me, that I now have someone else I
can lay blame onto if the magazine is
late again.
If you look at the new headers for

the articles, it was Jonty who

designed the character set for use in
hicroDesign. he's also going to be
designing a second set for use and, if
I can bully him enough, I might just
get his to retouch some of the other
artwork that constantly appears.

IISHLISI ALERT - A "El SERIES IDEA

I've suddenly had an idea, whilstl
was writing this, for a new series of
articles. Let's see if this grabs
anyones attention.

- — T 0 U C H E S - -

TASHORD TOUCHES

PROTEXT TOUCHES

BRUNWDRD TOUCHES

MINI OFFICE 2 TOUCHES

UTDPIA TOUCHES

PROMERGE TOUCHES

Ithink i’d better explain this a

little better. What I'm after is a

series of articles explaining those
little touches, done by an experienced
user, that make the use of the above
problems a little bit better, as well
as a touch easier.
low, the series does not need to be

written by the same person, in fact,
it's very unlikely that it will he.
Each part, each month, will, I
imagine, be written by a different
person. So, if you think you could do
a part of this series, let Ernie
Ruddick of Hishlist fame know about it
and send it in. I'n waiting to see it
as soon as possible.

One last thing. The list above is
only an idea list. If you think there
is a program missing, then be my

guest, I'll be pleased to see it.
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NEI ARTICLES

I know I‘ve mentioned this before
(probably several times every issue),
but I'm still after tutorials. These
can be on almost any program you wish,
especially if they're the more popular
ones. The less popular ones night even
be less popular because there isn't a

halfway decent tutorial for then (now

there's an idea to play with). Not
being one to just throw people into
the deep end (that‘s not totally
truthful I must admit) and let them
sink without a trace, here are few
idea you night like to try.

TUTORIALS

G-PAIIIT

rue nuvawceu m srunro
ANY mono enocesson

PROIEIIGE PLUS (again)
an cowsrnucnow KII

rnr auvaucro wusIc srsreu

Once again, if you think you might
be able to nanaqe something like one
of these, or you have an idea of your
own that I've missed (there's going to
be plenty of them), then please let
Ernie Ruddick know. His address is on
the back page. Once more, I look
forward to hearing from you.

TIIAIIKS RAY

I had a phone call recently. How, to
be honest, I can‘t recall what the
phone call was originally about, but I
know we got around to talking about
the Pyraword Word Processor. liow,I
have heard about this little monster
before but I'd never actually seen it.
llow, thanks to Ray Powell I have

finally managed to have a look.
however, by the same process, I

don't think WACCI has ever had a

review about Pyraword published, so,
with my usual tact, I asked Ray if he

might tell us all about it. He seemed
a little shocked at the suggestion.
Well, this morning (it's now Friday

the 27th September) a disc dropped
through my letterbox, containing the
Pyraword Review I'd asked for.
Perfect, spot on. So, Ray, thanks a
lot my friend, much appreciated. oh

yes, it'll be in next months Issue.

A STRANGE lITTLE TOUCH

As I‘m writing this, I know that this
bit is going to he at the top of the
second column of this page, which is
odd, because at the moment it's
actually the the top of third column.
The next column, the bit about
business cards, has already been
written and it's at the start of this
text file, but, when I lay it out,
it's going to be the last column. I've
only decided a few moments ago that
it's going to be there. I get a lot of
this whilst doing HACCI.

You may now be asking why I'm
telling you this. It's because I've
got to fill in this column (which is
the second column but the last I'm
writing) and I have nothing to fill it
with at the moment. Ah, an idea, I

think I'll put a picture of Tigger at
the bottom of this page (or at least
Paul will because the Tigger picture
is on his PC because I haven't got one
yet). Right, that's that bit over, let
think of something else.

THE CONVENTION

Always good for filling out a few
lines don't you think. Well, it's in
two days time and I'm really looking
forward to it. Meeting new faces and

getting to reel some old faces as well
(I think I might have worded that a

little better). Anyway, that's it, I'm
finally running out of space, so I can
lay this out (first column third,
second first and third second). Oh

yes, just in case you thought I was

joking, here‘s Tigger again.

BUSINESS CARDS

I had a little bit of amusement with
one of the larger shops in Lincoln
during the last month. It was a tricky
situation and could have cost me quite
a lot of money had it gone badly. As

it happened, I was rescued from the
situation by HACCI. llow that may sound
a little strange, when you take into
account that the shop in question has

nothing to do with computers at all.
Perhaps I should explain.
It all revolved around a piece of

electrical equipment that was three
days shy of its guarantee expiry date.
It had gone wrong, as electrical
equipment just reaching guarantee
expiry date is prone to do. Anyway, I
was looking at a large repair bill or
talking it back to the shop where I

got it from. I took the easy option, I
took it back to the shop.
Anyway, suffice to say, the shop

assistants were less than helpful, so
I demanded to see the manager. He was
less than helpful as well, basically
stating that they would take the
equipment back, but only if....anyway,
they said an awful lot of stuff that I
wasn't well pleased with, including an
attempt to charge me a large sum of
money. At this point I got a little
annoyed. I got a little more annoyed
when they suddenly required to see at
least some proof of 1.1).
Anyway, being a good little chap, I

reached for my wallet and opened it.
That was the first thing that my eyes
settled on, a business card, a very
interesting looking business card, one
of those which Paul sent me down when

I became Editor of WACCI. I pulled out
the card and handed it over as proof
of 1.1)., realising as I did, that
there is one amazing rule of business
which I'd forgotten. Never annoy a

journalist and, worst still, never
annoy a magazine editor. The look on
this aanagers face was a picture as it
slowly dawned on him that those six
letters in bold type, at the bottom of
the card, read EDITOR.

I don't think I've ever seen so many

different expressions pass over a face
in so few seconds. Alright, so he had
no idea who or what HACCI is, but, by

the look on his face and the way he
then began to treat me, I could well
have been the Editor of WHICH! or
something similar. Suffice to say, I

got a new hit of equipment. TIA!
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Fllllll 'TIIIEI' IIIIICIILEIH"Ill IEI'I'IIEIIIIV
l] EILEEN! CELOEEE

INVEEDEEEH]

IHAIIX AID STUFF IKII
((llother just reset herself again. Ilhy
am I telling you this? I ’d just
finished this lead into [air Comment
when she crashed in a most amazing
manner, with all kinds of funny
patterns on the screen. So I had to
rewrite it again. Guess what happened.
llother crashed for a second time, or
rather, she reset herself and I got an
interesting screen filled with which
runs I have fitted to her, [lot a lot
of use when I ’m erpecting to see a
nice long stream of text.
Anyway, the reason why I ’m writing

lhanr and Stuff lllIII once more. hell,
you see, one of my major concerns when

it comes to Idht't'I, apart from the lack
of articles that can sometimes occur,
is the lack of letters that seems to
he the norm at the moment. Each month
I set aside seven pages for fair
Comment, seven pages which, this
month, I don 't think I ’m going to he
ahle to fill. that means that I ’m

going to have to layout another
article, ifI can find one, to fill
the space, or, otherwise, fill the
extra areas with a lot of adverts. I
don ’t lrnow which you would prefer, but
I think I'd like to see a lot more
letters arriving on the scene.
Ilave I done something wrong, I have

to aslr. h’hen I first started with l'/t'
I had a huge mailbag. how, it seems to
he dropping, alheit at a slow rate.
[there have all these interesting
questions gone, the ones that make me
wonder ahout my sanity and reach for
the nearest technical manual.
i'hat’s enough of this rambling, lets

get on with something more
interesting, like this months Fair
Comment -l’hilip))

IULTI-FOIIIAT DISC DRIVE QUERY

Dear Philip, my apologies for writing
hard copy but, as a "new" member, I
realise that the future prospects of
the 3" Drive A in my CPCGlZB need

addressing before it dies on me and/or
replacement disc supplies dry up; the
reason for this non-standard approach
will become apparent.
I am currently refurbishing my set-

up but in the interim use my Poll for
day-to-day work. (Traitor, I hear you
cry, but I do not have a printer. when
I do, it will be for colours).
Its an err-Electronic Instrument

maker, Aircraft Electronics Fitter (on
the Blue Streak rocket, making-up
wiring models) and, subsequently, a

Technical Author in my final job,
which I had to retire from hurt
following two replacement heart valves
and one stroke, I had used an ICL

kordprocessor set-up. But since then I
have been refurbishing my home

equipment and now use my Pcli9256 for
letters etc but, liking the colour
facilities of the CPCSiZB, I am

upgrading this as much as possible for
leisure use but my logical thinking
has been impaired by the stroke and
sometimes the ‘blindingly obvious'
gets overlooked!

My son, who is a programmer with
Railtrack (somewhere in England, as
they said in the days of my youth) can
give no general guidance but he
cannot solder two wires together
without problems: he is definitely not
a practical man.
lls Frank knows, I have purchased

many back issues of HACCI and several
pages of photo—copies; these were to
enable he to gain an insight into what
is involved but quite honestly I still
do not get the whole message. Is there
a general article I have missed or
could someone assist ne,and probably
others,by explaining how to carry out
the following operations:

1: How can I fit a switch to "swap"
between the internal 3" Drive l and a

second (3.5") drive? I have a UTDPIA
Ron and a PhllllDDS Rom on order, which
I believe will enable the full
capacity of the latter‘s disc to be

used. I already have a 3.5" TEAC Drive
D with in-buiit power supply in an
aluminium case with space in it to fit
a second drive as supplied to me by
Pinboard Computers
2: As I can still read circuit
diagrams (I hope) I would like to know

if the existing cable to Drive B

between it and the keyboard can be
used for the second Drive A, power is
available with Drive D, of course. The
Drive B as supplied by Pinboard had
the connector labelled upside down but
- a minor though nevertheless puzzling
and time consuming problem when it
failed to work - requests for help in
fitting it with a Drive A or even
supplying parts have been ignored
Angela Cook tells me she hopes to
obtain sone TEAC drives shortly, so
that will be one problem solved
3 Hhat is the difference between an

“ABBA" and a "Side" switch? Perhaps a

glossary of terms in comnon usage
would be a helpful article for
reference in the future

Yours sincerely
Keith J Dull

Westcliff-on—Sea

((lli h’eith. Right, lets see if I’ve
read your letter correctly.

1: You already have a 3.5 inch ll hri we
and, but now, you should have Phrases
fitting in a MIMI since Comsoft are
pretty damn guiclr at deliveries. how
what you need is the hardware project
for creating an hlilih switch. there are
a couple floating around the pages of
t/ht'a, the best of which (well, it’s
the one I always use) is the Paul
t'ollins version in ISSUE ad, page 13.
There is a slight error in the tart,
hut the diagram is accurate.
Basically, it the tent says to solder
something to pin 9, whereas the
diagram says pin 17, The diagram is the
correct one. If there is enough call
for it, I’ll reprint the article.
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Z: l 'a not quite sure if I understand
this one. I gather you mean the cable
that connects the 3.5 to the (”PC

conpnter. if that’s it, then the
answer is yes. the cable require no
modification what-so-ever (unless you
haven 't got a side-switch and decide
to cake one of then as well).

3: Ah, talking of side switches.
night, an AREA switch changes the
drives around. dorsally, the 3inch
drive would be the A drive and the 3.5
inch drive would be the 3 Drive. the
AMA switch flicks then around so that
the J inch drive is the A drive and
the 3.5 inch drive is the A Drive.
the side switch is a useful little

addition that you fit to the 3.5 inch
drives cable. 3.5 inch discs can’t be
turned over like 3 inchers, so to read
the second side of the disc requires
the side switch if you only want to
use standard formats. The big fornats,
by the way, don’t need the side switch
and, indeed, will read-fail if the
switch is in the wrong position.
As for an article on it, i'n trying

to get one worked out at the moment,
but with so such to do, finding the
time is proving to be a little
difficult at the nonent -Philip))

GRIEVING FOR AISTRAD ACIIOA

Dear Philip, I still am grieving the
loss of RA, 1 aiss the monthly gripe
with my Friendly Newsagent because
All. had missed the publishing date
and the griping with M. for every
month missing an article which was

promised the month before, but still I
miss it. Gripe over.

Can I ask it Michael Becket is still
a member? He wrote Run V.T. and I have

finally got it to work; there was
another member in this area who was

interested in Video Editing but we

never got into contact.
Can anybody tell me if an PM will

work if plugged into a 464? What is
more important will it damage the 464?
I seem to remember in the very distant
past there was a question about the
drive voltage, 1.e., 5 volt/12 volt
notor.

Has anybody connected a 464 or 6128
to a V.C.k. and got an acceptable
recording? If yes, how? I have tried
using an H.P.1 (464) and a Viewaaster
(464 t 5128) but the results are not
as good as I wanted.

I have had a serious dolestic crisis
in the middle of doing this letter and
am just starting to recover; this is
the first time the colputer has been
on since the August issue of RACCI

arrived but it seems much longer than
that.

Many thanks to Angie for her help in
obtaining Chuck Yeager's Disc, I feel
as if I have achieved a life long
ambitiontl
If I despatch this now I might make

the deadline for October's Edition,
many thanks.

Yours Truly
Bill lord
Chester

((dood day to you Hill. I also miss
Anstrad Action at times {but not that
often). It 's a strange feeling to know
that i ’1; now editing the WIN monthly
CFC nagarine still running (and quite
successfully at well}.
I ’ve just looked at the nenbership

database and I’m afraid that Michael
Becket is no longer listed. lle must
have noved on to pastures new.
An ”-1 will work happily with a 464

as a second drive. The only difference
between the l'd—l and the lid-l is the
interface that’s so vital to 464

owners. Vithout the interface, the (51
will not know that there is a drive
present and will ignore it.

Connecting a t'Pt' to a l’t'h is guite
siaple (despite constant ruaours to
the contrary, the CPC does have a
composite video signal}. The best
method is to connect via a scart
socket, that way you get the best
possible picture. You also need the
technical knowledge how to do it. I
used to have the pinouts here, some
time ago, but I seen to have lost them
again. Anyone know how to connect a
(Pt' to a St'hhl' socket, let he know for
the next issue, please.
i ’n sure Angie will be well pleased

to be thanked (sonetines, doing t/At't'l
can be thankless task).
t/bich issue is this? (In, I dunno,

because as I’m writing this bit I
haven’t actually got around to doing
the cover yet. I think it nay well be
the october Issue, so you’ve nade it
on tine -Philip))

A GRAVE RESPONSE (BAD JOKE ALERT)

Dear Philip. Many thanks to John
Hudson and yourself for pointing me in
the right direction concerning my

problem with the @ sign and the a-
grave. It appears that the E sign was

turning on the French LANGUAGE 1. I
entered the SETPRIR'I' option in Protext
and found that the t code was 27,82,3,
35,27,82,1. The final figure 1 should
have been 3, which put the matter
right. Thanks, chaps.

SI) MICROSYS’I‘I‘ZMS
(Dept 7.) PO Box 24, AttlcboroughNorfolk NR17 lHL. Tel (01953) 483750
The CPC, PCW and PC Specialists.

Software:Wide range ofprograrns includingBusiness/Accounts, Payroll, Word
Processing/DTP, Databases, Utilitiesplus a budget range from only £5.00,all available on 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.AUTH()RISED LOCOM()TIVE DEALERS ANDTASMAN S()FTWARERANGE STOCKISTS.

Supplies:Blank Discs, Lockable Boxes, PrinterCables and Ribbons, Labels and more.NEW! 3" DRIVE REVIVER KIT....£10.00Drive belt, Cleaner, DIY instructions.
Hardware:3.5" Disc Drive packages from £75.0024 pin Colour Printers from £199.00Disk transfer service CPC<>PCW<>PCSend a SAE for our current cataloguestating computer type and disc size.
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properly and also set up an office of
llacci regulation (colloquially known
as mm, of course], in which case,
I bags the post of Director General,
because I thought of it first.

Stuart Gascoigne
Bristol

((Ili Stuart. Isn’t it great when

something seems to fail together very
easily and lie end up loo/r amazing,
tell you what though, I wasn’t aware
that I'erry Pratchet had written his
first novels on a CPC. h’eii, live and
learn as they say.
John flowiey is the ll/lc‘t’l amends-ran,

which basically means that he sorts
out any problems that I cannot. i’he

first port of call, if soueone has a
prohien with IIACC'I, should be nyseir‘
and if i can 't handie it, then it can
he referred direct to John hinseif.
As [or the post of Director Seneral.

Ilo you can’t have it. Since such a
post would he very well paid (they
always do seem to be}, I thin/r it
should go to the Editor, he -Phi1ip))

SPHEROID DEIOIIS BII
Hornin‘ all! Just a bit of stuff
following the usual close perusal of
the excellent issue 103:

ADDRESSES

[in behalf of The Independent Eight
llit Association, please feel free to
plunder their 8—bit Directory of
services as mentioned by Tyron Davies;
that's what it‘s there for and there
is a lot of CPC stuff in there.
Several of the ICil suppliers still
carry 3" discs, but do not usually
advertise to the CPC market. Perhaps
with a few more customers they would.
No doubt someone has mentioned the
omission of the wonderful 0.} Software
from the list in 103, so I won't.

[101?! lint/51.717 0/! Bl/IIIII’
In response to Paul's pop at Richard

l‘airhurst, quote "..no relevance to
the CPC scene today” I could not agree
less. Richard is a warm and wonderful
human being who nevertheless
periodically takes a chainsaw to one
CPC icon or another. he overdoes it
frol tile to time, no make that
usually, but there is much that is
true in what he says. For me, it makes
a refreshing change from the
uncritical "my CPC is the best thing

on the planet"-type stuff which

emerges from time to time. Thankfully
there is less of this now that hlstrad
Action has gone down the plughole, but
it still energes from time to tile.
Incidentally, Bunny is one of the host
stalwart proponents of CPC computing
in the cowp.sys.amstrad.llbit news-
group, but always in an informed way
from his point of view of a very
experienced CPC user and programmer.
He is definitely still playing for the
hone team.

IIEIP Will/TED

Can any HACCI reader refresh ny
memory? I seem to remember reading a

couple of years ago that there were a

couple of now combinations that could
do irreparable and sudden damage to a

3" disc drive. Or am I thinking of a

disc duplicating problem? My reason
for asking is that someone recently
phoned me with the news that he had

just sold his CPC set-up because Tlllllil.‘

3" disc drives had failed in fast
succession. lie did mention a

particular program he had bought just
before it happened (not one of mine!)
but I don‘t want to cast aspertions if
I'm wrong. I cannot find the original
article despite going virtually word-
blind looking for it.

Pliflm’i'
As to lion llobday‘s problem with

Protext, if he drops me a line with a

printed example of the problem, I'll
try to help and report back to him and

thCI. llhich prompts me to another
thing.
Hould you like to publish a Protert

Page from time to tile? Or is this
already the first one? There is now a

free-to-all official Protert Users‘
Club and I would be happy to echo its
throughput in lthCI‘s direction. I

intend to make the same offer to the
other principal CPC and Dell

supporters, including the DhUG. llhat I
have in uind is a periodically
enlarged and updated bulletin on disc
called EXFILE, to include useful tips,
routines, frequently asked questions,
configurations etc for the hhSDDS and
CM versions of lthCO's programs.
Later, there will be a version lore
relevant to the PC version of Protest,
once Protert Software have got it
released. this is not a conercial
venture and will be free on

Few left - Ex—software 3" disks
£15 per 10

CF2 Crystal Boxes 15p each

AmstradMP3 ~ New stock
only £30.00

1000's of Tapes from 99p
Many Games Disk from £3.99
Head Cleaners 3" Disk £3.99

UK Made quality Dust Covers £4.99
(in black)

Used GT65 Green Screen Monitors
£20 (3 months warranty)

Used Colour Monitors
£50.00 (3 months warranty)

Amstrad 6128 Phazer Guns
3" disk £8.99

CPC PrinterCables £8.99
Trojan Light Pens 8- Software
Cassette or Disk £14.99

Many other odd items available -
please give us yourwish list

we can only say "no".
Try us and you will be pleasantly
surprised at the range and service.

FREE POSTAGE OVER £10
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

EX-SOFTWARE 3.5" DSDD Disks £5
for 10

Used manuals - few only £10

CPC Plus games carts with
instructions£7.99 (list available)

Konix Joysticks for Plus (2 fire
buttons) £7.99

Write or ring:

ComputerCavern
9 Dean Street, Marlow,

Bucks SL7 3AA

Tel/Fax 01628 89102
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desperate to fill up pages again. At
the moment I‘m working on an article
about making your own home lade
joystick which should come through
your letter box sometime in the not so
distant future!
Fourthly (I don't know if that's

proper English!), can I just say that
while I don‘t have either of the two
programmes Protert and Brunword, can I

just say that I'd probably say that
Protext is the clear winner, but then
who am I to say, I mean the majority
of your letters are in favour of
Protext!
Fifthly (this is verging on the

ridiculous now!), being the sort of
person that never misses a plug, can I
remind readers about CPC Quick, the
discziue I write, which is practically
on issue 2 now (there have been one or
two problens!) and now costs 1.20
(although if you want, a fiver will
do!), cheques or postal orders payable
to AD llatt (without an S on the end
for goodness sake!) and also you need
to include a blank 3 1/2 inch disc!
It‘s really great and much better than
BTL, (we think UACCI‘s great)!
Finally, can I just say that I‘m

sure the question burning on

everybody's tongues is who won the non
box competition?!

Yours sincerely
Ben Hatt
Penicuik

P.S. Your daughter is a great artist,
why don't you get her to design your
front covers?

«hello again den. lt guite alright
about sending the letter to re, on
this occasion, I can still handle it,
honest I can. It does seen to logical
to send it direct to he since you have
the articles as well.
I do like the bores around the hits

and pieces. It nakes it seen less like
they 're about to slip off the page and
go fall rapidly towards the footer. I
really do like the old style of logo,
even if I have put it at the top of
the page. I wonder how nany people
have noticed that it really is the old
style of logo, the first version of
this type. If you take a good look at
the gap between the h’ and the l,
you’ll notice it's slightly sgiffy,
whereas it was later updated to look a
little sore even, I wonder if anyone
ever noticed that. I don’t think that

anyone has because I ’n sure the
collected strength of klt't'Idon would
have been sure to let me know about it
in their nornal manner.

The last part of Martins lo Port is
in this issue. I have enjoyed the
entire series it for another reason
entirely. It ’s been a pleasure to
layout, fitting perfectly onto pages.
I 've got your articles here {and

you’re disc as well), which should
appear in a khct'l soon. l’onr discs
should appear back at your end soon as
well, honest. It just takes no a
little while to get around to doing
the aerial housekeeping tasks, like
sorting out which disc helongs to who

and actually sending then back. They
do all end up back hone eventually, I

assure you, it just takes ne a little
tine to get around to it.
I have a soft spot for Protert

anyway, so I don’t think I’ll nake any
consents about it. That’s a lie,
of course I 'n going to. I used to be a

l'asword fan, using it for all any word

processing needs, until I had to
switch over the Protert for kht't’l
purposes, to make ny systen conpatable
with others in the editorial teas.
I ’ve never looked back since.

CFC Quick. What's that then? I don’t
think we’ve ever had a review of CPC‘

Quick I] have we? human, curious
indeed. Perhaps the I 'll nanage to
have a look or even get it reviewed
soon. Just a suggestion of course.
As for who won the [tot/box and the

Ital/5. lead the Congo—Splat (note the
silly nane change] for the answer to

that question.
And finally, Jayne and Nicola would

love to do a l/At't'l cover and, I
suspect, they '11 end up doing one very
soon indeed (they do keep nagging ne
about it after all) -Philip))
((l’hat's it, end of this eonths Fair
Consent and l ’n a page short. flow, the
question is, what an I going to do
with the spare page.
Just a quick aside now. I 'n writing

this on l'hursday evening and this
Sunday is the convention. I know you
lot will be reading it after the great
neeting of ninds (I ’n be very nice),
because I by going to hand this over to
Paul at lialsall. because of this, it’s
all this fault, Ill -Philip))
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Welcome to the competition page.
coooeuts for last month you liked the page of brainteasers that we set for you.

So as prooised we will do the same this month if we can (little grey cells
peroittingl). [light - so now put your brain into gear and attempt these beauties.

ROIBOX IIRRER 50011 To BE ANNOUNCED

We are still waiting to hear from Paul
and Peter to name the lucky winner of
the Ralbox (take your time chaps! At

least I'm having fun in using it).
Judging by this long delay I think

you can guess that deciding who the
winner is very difficult to choose, so
please bear with us. ((61? d J)?»

HERE ARE ISSUE 102 RESULTS

ARSIERS

1. Lions share.
2. Donkey jacket.
3. Dog eared.
4. Mouse mat.
5. Monkey business.
6. Wolf whistle.
1. Foxglove.
8. Panda car.
9. Rat race.
10. Donkey derby.
11. Bear hug.
12. Cat gut.
13. Tiger both.
14. Sheep shank.
15. Chamois leather.
16. horse play.

Thank you to all members who entered.

IINRERS ROLL CALL

1 t 15! Ann I Chas Stevens ’ t

t ! Ind Hob Ilouston t e

t 3 3rd Joan Elliot : ’

And let entry received was from harry
Gubby. Well done to you all your
prizes are on their way.

tt Let the quizzes begin at

Judging by your flood of entries and good

QUIZ ORE - lERE III THE MONEY

A puzzle for those who remember '0“)
IOIIEV'. Complete the grid as shown in
the example to give you the total sum.

Some of the clues are a bit tongue
in cheek but I think you'll get the
idea. Good Luck!

A Stone
A Bicycle
A Mans Name

A Singer
A Kind of Pig
A Leather Worker
Part of a Monkeys Leg
The Sun, The Moon and Pluto

9. 50% of Panties
10. hit Repeatedly
11. An Unwell Sea Creature
12. A Royal Headress

m‘lamfi‘ANp—i

t. s. d.

i.
2.
T.

4.
5.
6.
7.
O. 3/4
9.
10.
11.
12.

Total = E32 175

Heres an exalple for you to chew over.
Clue ll - Sun, Moon and Pluto = Three
Far Things ( 3/4d.)
If you find this quiz hard then

blame Ian Tanner he set it!

OUIZ THREE - NINERS

The answers to the clues can be nade
up by combining three sets of three
letters from the grid below.

CLUES

A Musical instrunent.
A game.
Head of a tribe.
Alpine plant.
One fron another country.
An outer garment.
Can put one in a trance.
Cannot be seen.

9. About 5/801 a metric mile.
10. A Scandinavian.
11. A ficticious name.
12. A sailor.

mfla‘tmfiwa—i

This one was set by Owen Brown. Thanks
to both of you guys for the quizzes.
They have saved us a lot of head

scratching and given our readers
something to think about!

PRIZE 0N OFFER

Enter both quizzes and win two hinders,
it you enter only one quiz, Pl] discs as
usual.

Your entries needs to be with us by
the end of NOVEMBER. «Cheers»

FINAL TORI)

I‘ound dead in the desert was a man
with an open rucksack on his back. How

did he die?
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EHH

[BEEN3: a:

This is the Jast in the series about understanding how your machine works. John
has covered storage devices and Early Morning Starts as we]! as other genera] CFC

tips in the past two months. This issue i t's peripherals...
SIEET SUCCESS

Until the CPC came along, virtually no

one sold you a computer in an 'all-
in-one' package. You had to buy the
monitor, disc and tape drive and
sometimes the keyboard as separate
items. Most early home computers, such
as the Sinclair, Acorn, BBC and
Commodore, came with an adaptor to
enable you to use your computer with a

TV. Though Alan Sugar intended the CPC

464 to complement the TV and hi—fi
systems he was selling, he was astute
enough to realise that a system which
provided everything in a single
package and which anyone could plug
in and use would be very attractive to
people who were fed up with bits of
trailing wire and having to spend more
money to get what they thought was a

complete system to work properly.
However, even though Alan Sugar

provided most of what had previously
been regarded as ‘peripherals' in a

single package, the ways they worked

largely followed industry standards
and are best understood in terms of
the time the CPC was developed.

THE SCREEN

The CPC screen is organised to work in
one of three modes - 640 x 200, 320 x

200 and 160 x 200. In 640 x 200 mode

(or mode 2), the colpnter needs to
know whether each of 120000 pixels is
on or off. By using each of the eight
bits of a byte, it becomes possible to
store a complete representation of
every pixel in 16000 bytes (or just
under 161 - 120000/0 = 16000). There
is however no room for any information
about the colour of each pixel; so
mode 2 is confined to monochrome.

By halving the number of pixels to
64000 in 320 x 200 mode, it becomes

possible to use the 2 bits available
to describe each pixel to describe up

.talre it away John.

to four colours. llalving the number of

pixels yet again for 160 x 200 mode

(or mode 0) allows more colours to be

described.
All three modes are available in

cm but in practice only L000 and Dll

Draw use mode 1 and no CP/H program,
to my knowledge, uses mode 0.
Graphics programs have to define the

state of each pixel and it's colour
where appropriate. This definition is
stored in the video RAM which normally
occupies the top 16K block of RAM

under AMSIJOS and CP/ll 2.2 and one of
the blocks in the banked BAH in CP/H

Plus.
Since you normally do not want to

read the video RAM, only write to it,
the top block is an excellent place to
put it because this is where RDhs are
paged in and you only want to read
ROMs. So any instruction to read part
of the top block of RAM leads to a ROM

read while any instruction to write to
the top block of RAM leads to a change
to the video RAM. The video RAM is
then copied to the screen 50 times a

second.

UIIDOIAG IS EASY lIIll 128A
When AHSDOS has access to 120k,
copying the top block to one of the
blocks in banked RAH allows programs
like Advanced Art Studio to ‘0ndo'
changes to the video RAM by copying it
to banked RAM and then copying it back
when the user asks to '0ndo‘ the
changes.
Sets of up to 256 characters formed

on an 0 x 8 matrix of pixels as shown

in the CPC manuals (Chapter 7 - or 6

for the Plus Iachines - from Page 9

onwards) are available for text. Since
640/0 = 60 and 200/0 : 25, CPCs can
all show 00 columns by 25 rows of text
in Mode 2. The height of each
character remains constant between

modes but its width expands as the
width of a pixel doubles in mode 1 and
again in mode 0. So there are 40

characters in a mode 1 line of text
and 20 characters in a mode 0 line.

QUITE A CHARACTER

Text programs — and some graphics
programs when they want to print text
— use a set of 128 or 256 stored
matrices instead of creating each
character afresh. If there are 256,
the first 120 matrices usually follow
the ASCII sequence but the second 120

differ between different sets. The

BASIC 00H in slot 0 holds one set;
CP/M Plus uses a different set; most
printers hold one or more other sets.

You cannot change the matrices in
the BASIC RUB but you can replace some

of the matrices with your own 8 x 0

designs. You have to save these
designs within a BASIC program if you
want to use them again and you have to
write special routines if you want

lost of the top 120 matrices or your
own designs to appear on a printer.
Most CP/H programs only use the

first 120 of the 256 matrices which
load with CP/H Plus. Locomotive
Software provided a program (LANGUAGE.

COM) which allows the CPC to swap some

of the bottom 120 characters with some
from the top 128 characters and so
print the pound sign (which is from
the top 120 matrices] and several
foreign languages more easily; these
swaps are the same as the ones made by

several printers in order to print
foreign languages. You can make

Trench, German and Spanish words

appear on the screen as they will be

printed- as long as both CPC and

printer are set to the same language.

TIIE KICKIIIG KEYBOARD

50 times a second, in one of the many

gaps when the CPC is doing nothing
else, it checks the keyboard to see if
a key has been pressed. What it does

or shows on the screen depends not on
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the key so much as the key definition
table which has been loaded into RAM

and which can be changed in BASIC and
in CNN Nhile in theory every key can
have its definition changed, in
practice there is a limit to the
number of changes the CPU can manage
at a time. This facility means that
every programmer, and yourself, can
redefine the keys to suit whatever
program is running.

As with screen definitions, this
normally has to be done within a BASIC

program if you want to save the
definitions in ANSDOS. In CP/N 2.2 you
need to use SBTUP.COH while in CP/N

Plus a key definition table is needed
which is loaded using SETRBYS.COH

whenever you want that particular
arrangement. In practice, few

computers have the flexibility of the
CPC series in allowing you to
redefine keys each time you run a new

program.

PRINTER INTERFACE

The printer interface is a standard
Centronics parallel interface - that
is, it sends all the eight (seven on
the CPC) bits of a byte together down

parallel strands in the printer lead.
Arnold only had a 7-bit interface and,
though the Plus machines were
announced as having an 8-bit printer
interface, the necessary changes to
the software were not included.

So all the cm, to all intents and

purposes, have 7-bit printer
interfaces - that is to say, they use
only lines 0 to 6 to send the first
seven hits of a byte to the printer.
This means they can only print the
first 128 characters in any set of
matrices.
This hardly mattered when the 464

was produced as many cheap printers
only printed the first 128 characters
anyway and, if they had then at all,
used the second 126 to store italic
characters. But it has become an
increasing liability as more printers
with complete sets of 256 characters
have appeared.

IIZ OF AN IDEA

Various B-bit printer ports have been
produced and the software to enable
the Plus machines to send all 8 bits
under BASIC has been produced butI
have not seen a modification for cm
on the Plus machines.

Nany modern printers also have a

facility which allows you to download

your own set of matrices to the
printer for use instead of the ones in
the printer; so you can download the
whole of the set in the BASIC ROM but
you can only use all 256 of them if
you have an 8-bit printer interface or
a Plus and the software to use the B—

bit interface.

SERIAL INTERFACE

Parallel interfaces are UK over the
short distances from a computer to a

printer but over longer distances the
time taken for the different bits to
travel along the different strands can
begin to vary guite alarmingly so
that, at the end of their journey,
there may be confusion as to which
byte a particular bit belongs to.

50 serial interfaces, which send
each bit of a byte in sequence, have
always been used for long distance
communications.

A basic serial interface only needs
three strands but most follow one of
the international standards of which
R5232 is the most common and is the
one supported on the CPC.

Unlike the printer interface, where
everything is provided, you only have
to connect the printer, the cm only
have the necessary connections on the
expansion bus and you have to buy the
serial interface as an add-on. Once

you have the interface, you also need
the software to use it. This may come
on RUM (as in the Amstrad/PACE
interface) or on disc (or tape) and is

essential for using the serial
interface under ARSDOS. The necessary
software for file transfer is provided
with CP/N Plus, albeit without any of
the security or error checking which
is now standard in software packages,
but for remote access and anything
complicated you should get the PD

programs ZNP (for CP/M) or TBRMSUAB

(for AHSDOS).

CONFUSED? JUST A BIT

Bits are sent down a serial connection
at a predetermined speed and the
interfaces at each end need to use the
same speed so that they are not
confused as to when one bit ends and
the next starts. Speeds are described
in baud, which roughly approximates to
bits per second, and when it was

produced, the CPC was advertised as
capable of transmitting data at 9600
baud - amazing at a time when most
people thought 1200 baud was fast. But
ABUU band is the practical limit for
the CPC and many modems can now

transmit at 28800 baud.
CPC users are most likely to use a

serial interface to send/receive data
to/from another computer or to link up
via a modem to a Bulletin Board or
commercial on-line service provided
via a telephone. To do the first you
need a ’null modem' cable - this is
one which simply swaps over the
standard 'send' and ‘receive' lines in
the cable between the two computers.
The second needs more detail than this
series offers.

That 's all folks, John Hudson

Quantity

DISC LABELS
BLACK BLUE RED ORANGE

1,000 Labels .......
500 ......................
250 ......................
100 ......................

......................... £8.00
......................... £4.00
......................... £2.00
......................... £1.00

Send PO‘s or CASH to:
John Jones, 41 Westmonand Avenue, Newbiggin by—the—sea,

Nonhumberland NE64 6RN

Price
inc p&p
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mmWE [ilmm REUIIEIH

I was recently asked to by our new editor, (hi Philip, the new look Iiht't'l is
loo/ring good. I can’t wait to see the final result) to design sore new type
faces for llht‘t'l. Seeing as I an on the verge of changing address I decided to
give Philip a ring to check if the ”W files I ’d sent were any good, tine being
crucial an’ all that.

IT’S 6001) lo TALK

Now normally if and when I telephone
anyone I‘d normally just spend a

couple of quid (around it!) per call,
but, I'd recently read that Philip
once received a wrong amber and this
poor guy ended up in a two hour

telephone call. ((It is true, I cannot
deny the fact -Philip)) I stood there
at the telephone with £4.00 in Iy hand
and thought long and hard about it.
I dialed the nunber, and gulped

deeply. Shock, Philip wasn't in. I’d
just stuck a pound coin in there too.
I wasn't going to give the whole quid
to BT, no way, so I asked to when

l was talking.
The very friendly chap on the other

and told Ie his nale was JUST liVIll, a

non-active CPC‘er as such ((llevin
isn’t exactly active in anything. I
think he ’s hissing soaething rather
vital, including intelligence, looks,
sense and hair ~Philip» I asked him

if he wouldn't mind if we just used
up this quid rather than let ill get
the lot for nothing? lie agreed,“why
the hell should they get it all" he
said.
low, in case none of you are getting

bored with this article then just hang
on there. If you telephone Philip with
a problel and he's not in and you were
stood there ready with a tenner's
worth of coins in your hand expecting
Philip to be there, hung the cash in
anyway, because if "JUST kliVIli" picks
up the telephone you‘ll leave the
telephone box glad you did. «Either
that or you'll leave wondering just
how I nanage to put up with this
creature iron the darkest realns of
utter stupidity —Philip)). I nearly
didn't keep my last three quid to

telephone Philip again the next day.
It was the best quid I've ever blown
on the telephone I can tell you. «if
you say so Philip»

IESSAGE T0 JUSI KEVIlfl...
Like I said on the telephone Jnsr
REVINI, our Angela «I think he beans
li’o'h herself -Philip)) has be down as
a 100% "Loveable" chap «She’d be
accurate —Phi’1ip)), so Philip calling
you a pain in the rear ain‘t that bad
is it «You haven’t heard the other
nales I call his -l'hilip». Until the
next tine Philip‘s not in but JUST

KEVIN is as they say - It's good to
talk «and both of then can talk,
usually a whole lot of rubbish lined
up with nonsensical garbage -Phi1ip».

IESSAGE T0 ANGELA

Get out of bed in the mornings, I was

hoping to say a quick ‘llello welan',
but now I‘ll have to wait 'til the
convention.

P.S. I'll hung a fiver in next tile
lev. '

GNOULS IllIlEll fILE TO PHOTEXT

ChTalogue the disc holding the
required file(s), you need to know

what you‘re going to load rightl.
Load the G/Hriter tilels) into
Protext‘s PROG lode... Voila! The

files will need sane dressing up

as they were tornated to run under
a slightly altered lode, but
Protext will see then and accept
then.
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series of CP/II commands without
needing to specify the drive or user
area on which you want CP/H to do

something.
Hhere you want CPIM to do something

to a particular file or group of
files, you normally put them in the
‘where‘ part of the command. You can
specify a group of files by using the
wildcards ‘2‘ and ‘t’. ‘2" stands for
any letter in a particular position in
the file name; ‘t' replaces any list
of ‘?'s on either side of the full-
stop which are not followed by another
letter.

HHS
CCP
COM

: PROFILE

con E

LHNGUHGE
SETLST
DIR
PIP

COM TYPE

So, for example, DIR D:?????LET.*

lists all the files which have ‘LEI'
as the characters 6-5 in the file
name; DIII MU lists all the files
that have I as their first character
in their file names.

So much for the technical stuff; on

with the instructions on disc — I‘m
ignoring the built-in commands DIR,
DIES (CI/II 3), EPA, REM, SAVE (CP/H

2.2), TYPE and USER.

COM

61284 users will find that sale of
these files are not on their disc.

AISDOS: returns to AHSDDS and DASIC.

ASI: loads an Assembler; ASH uses the
Intel code for the 8080, the main chip
on which CP/li operated before the 280

came along. Anyone who has used a PC

assembler will feel at home with 11811.

It's very useful for coding short
programs but most programmers use 7.80

code for anything substantial in CM.

ASSIGI.SYS: tells GSI (see below) what
device drivers to look for.

cinema: is a collection of programs
which load CP/H 3 when you enter :0”.

DATE: enables you to set the system
date in CF]! 3; unfortunately, it uses
as style NH/DD/II format and runs out
on 31 December 1999. John Elliott had
a patch published in the October 1993

edition of PCV Plus for it to use III

style DD/Hlt/IY format and carry on
until 31 December 2077. Incidentally,
the CP/li system date doesn't run out
until the 22nd century; so another
patch will be needed in 70 years time.

DD-DIPI.PRL: a GSI device driver for
the Amstrad DIIP-l printer.

DDFXLIII.PHL: a low resolution GSX

device driver for the Epson PI series.

DDHPIIIOJRL: a GSI device driver for
the Hewlett Packard 7470 plotter.

DDIODEO.PRL: a 681 driver for Node 0.
(There are no known GSX programs for
the 6128 in this mode).

DDIODEI.PIIL: a GSI device driver for
the 6128 in Mode 1.

DDIODE2.PIIL: a GSI device driver for
the 6128 in Mode 2.

DDSHIIIIAJRL: a GSX device driver for
the Shinwa printer.

DEVICE: changes the connections
between peripherals; DEVICE on its own

tells you what is connected. You can
then reallocate peripherals. For
example, if you want to connect a

serial printer DEVICE hUI::LPT will do
the job though you also have to set
baud rates, etc.

DIR: shows the directory entries for
files; without a location or condition
specified, it shows the file names for
files in the current user area on the
current drive. Adding a location
and/or a group of files changes the
response to that location/group of

files. Adding conditions changes what
is displayed. Among them are:

[drive: ]: on the specified drive, or
drives if the foil [drive:(c,a)], for
example, is used; usually only used in
the form [drive:all) to find a file on
a hard disc.

[excludez ]: all files except the
one(s) specified.

[full]: all the details of files in
this user area.

[nopage]: no page breaks; useful if
you want a printed or file copy of the
directory without ‘Press RETURN to
Continue' every screenful.

[nosort]: do not sort alphabetically.
Shows you the order of your files on

disc.

[user: ]: in the specified user area,
or user areas if the for!
[user:(D,D,13)], for example, is used;
as with ‘drive', usually duly used in
the form [userzall].

DISCKITII (DISCKII on the 6128+): the
FORMAT programme for the 6128.

DRIVERS.GSX: information about the GSI

device drivers. Enter I‘IPE DIIVEDS.GSX

to read it.

DIIIP: displays the contents of a

binary (.EII or .COH) file in EDI and

ASCII (MEI only in CP/H 2.2).

H): a text-editor from the 19705 when

people had single line teletype
‘screens‘. Uses and produces ASCII; so
can be used, with difficulty, to edit
ASCII files.

5ET24XBB 60M
DISCKIT3 COM

ED COM

PUT COM

SET COM

KEYS HP

ERASE: erases files; its main use is
with the [c] condition. ERASE U [c]
goes through all the files it can find
and asks you if you want to erase
then. Digital Research’s answer to

‘tagging‘ in IISVP.

GEICOI: attaches (and detaches)
Resident System extensions to .COH

files.
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Im-i MINT? JEHEIS

We all have our own talents with our heloved machines. I like to thinh nine is
drawing and if I can find a utility that can help are without holding are back then

it has to be good. [licrndesign Plus is just that. To many, this utility is as
easy to use as any other, but at first glances it does look very daunting. In

some, if not most ways, it is. l'n not sure if it is a case of the programs need

or the need of the programmer to include as many variations of Pull Down menus as
possible but Aim siaply thrives on them.

hope) and all you have to do is read.

INTRODUCTION TO NICRODESIGN

So, to load ND+ then, as with most

discs these days, just RUN"DISC". If
you have a NomDos ROM on board then
ND+ will find it and notify you it has
done so, but you needn‘t concern
yourself over this for now, we'll
discuss this feature later. If you've
bought a full version from Comsoft
then you will notice there are a few

other features on the disc? He'll
discuss these later.

Nhen up and running you'll notice to
the right of the screen there is a

mini menu selection offering the
following key presses:

MENU N

DESIGN D

DLOCNE

NEN N

Tromthis‘mini menu we can move

anywhere within the programs many

features, Some of the menus do have

smaller sub-nenus. Because of the many

options available to most of these
menus, the only way I personally think
of to discuss their uses is to take
you through then in a hands on
example. 80 for now a brief look at
what is going to greet us on
selection.

NENU X

On selection this drops you into the
Main Menu giving you the option to
branch off into: LAYOUT, DESIGN,

ICONS, FILING, PRINT.

l'ear not, I 'm going to change that (1

DESIGN D

On selection this drops you into the
DesigN Menu giving you the options of:
MENU, ZOOM, BLOCK, GLUE, ICON, LINE,

ANGLE, RECTANGLE, CIRCLE, OVAL,

DIAMOND, TRIANGLE, FLOOD, NRITE.

ELOCK E

On selection this drops you into the
Block Operations Menu giving you the
options of: ENASE, MOVE, KOPY sections
of the screen or page.

NEI N

Go selection this drops you into the
Page Size Set Up Nenu giving you the
option to set a page of: 1: UPRIGHT

A4, 2: SIDENAYS A4, 3: STRIP. Caution
must be noted on selecting this menu.

On re—selecting, a new page option
from the listing, MD+ will erase
anything currently on screen and in
menory. If it isn‘t saved to disc then
beware, you‘ll loose it.

LAYOUT L

0n selection this nenu drops you into
the menu that greets you on start-up,
giving you the options of: MENU,

DESIGN, BLOCK, NEW.

FILING F

On selection this drops you into the
Tiling Menu, giving you the options
of: MENU, CATALOGUE, DELETE, RENAME,

SAVE 1,2,3, SAVE IC, SAVEDR, DRIVE,

USER, NEN, MD+, QUIT.

Kayl, it's HANDS-ON time then,
ready? ((l’a following you Jonty. Get

on with it —Philip»

JDNTY GETS ON IITN IT
Press the to key. You‘ll notice the
MENU I option has been high lighted
with a rectangle outline, As with all
options this has to be confirmed with
another key press. We don‘t want this
option though so using the cursor keys
love down to DESIGN D, press fl] again
to lock it on.

iiiifiiii'i
Flood. . .r
write. . .u

KENS I'H‘E

Instantly, a larger outlined
rectangle appears in the centre of the
screen page emulation. Again, using
the cursor keys, none the rectangle to
the top left corner of the screen.
Pressing to once more will lock in the
option and then give you a listing of
the Design features ready to use. For
now we want to use the ICON selection
feature. As the principle for all icon
selections and layout is the same

we'll get this out the way.
On entering the Design Menu we have,

as it happens, now gained the option
to access the icon features from this
point and we don't even have to loose
sight of our piccy, erl, when we make
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it that is. Along the base of the
screen a pre-set selection of 22 icons
can be seen. Our dear friend Hr Sniley
is high lighted with an outline of a

square. This is a relinder of which
icon is currently selected.

llrite. . .ll

KEYS {HS

Press ENTER and to the far right
bottom corner a new set of options
appears, they being iron button left-
top right: 1, 2, 3 These are pre-set
icons keys fl, t2, f3 will select each
of these. ROTATE. This appears in the
tern of a circular arrow. FLIP ICON.

This appears in the for: of a double
back to back arrow. This lirrors the
currently high lighted icon. And last
but not least, lllVER'l‘. This appears
in the tom of a light and dark
triangle. ((1 was starting to wonder
what theyr did. Any chance of sure I
can use within FACE]? Just an idea 1]
friend —1’hi1ip)) This will swap the
icons' colours around. Try then out,
watching hr Sniley as you press then.
hayl, lets do sonething with Mr

Sniley then. As with all options there
are two ways of selecting what we want
iron the nenus and sub-nenus. Either
press the single letter that applies
to the function you want or press f0

once and run up/down the nenu with the
cursor keys. As always pressing it)
again will lock on that option you

require.
Pressing I will lake a Sliley appear

on the screen. Don't worry he's not
fixed yet. Using the cursor keys (do
speak up when you see the pattern
forning here) you can scroll hin
anywhere on the screen. Lock him down

somewhere. Midway is good for starters
as it'll give you some working roon.

GIVE IT SOIE BODY

Next we‘ll give hin a body I think.
Yes? Press C or scroll down the nenu

to the CIRCLE connand. It should be

apparent to everyone that the circle
is rather large and not betittinga
body? So lets correct that by

shrinking that circle by an inch or
two. Press the space bar once. The

cross that was in the centre of the
circle loves to the top of the outer
edge of the circle. Another press of
the space bar will move the cross to
the right hand side of the circle.
Either top or side will do in this
instant. Press the down cursor key to
shrink the circle to about halt it‘s
present size. To fix the circle at
this new size press the space bar

again and the cross will return to the
centre again. llow, using the cursor
keys, you can nove the circle into
position for Mr Sliley's body.

SEE YOU IEXI IOITII
And that‘s where I'I going to leave it
until NEXT nonth folks. I don't want
to take up too Inch roon in here, or

I'll have Da' boss on ly case ((liho
ltd." - Philip».

‘Til next issue...

Jonty
the GHOUL

logging off

SBIT Merline-Serve
Medina-Serve is a non—profit making service run by CPC
enthusiasts, for CPC enthusiasts. We supply soflware and
hardware no longer available from the commercial software
houses and publishing companies. We stock many books,
magazines, fanzines, ROMs, hardware, sottware (both games and
utilities) on disc, tape and cartridge. Our items are in good
workingorder, or yourmoney back, We will consider swaps, part
exchanges and purchases ourselves. If you can’t get hold of a
CPC item, then try us, because we have probably got what you
want, can get holdof it or know someonewho can

THEMAGAZIiWE Fox-tALL8311‘COMPUTER USERS
Yes. ityou've got.aCPC oraI”,3064orgPC“. 3Spectrum.orwhatever...it it. i- an 8-bit at.heart.8311‘1- for-you

Mapping,Email.D'I'P,BentBu“Source- 01SoftwareandHardware.new.ClubNew. am.
only£2.00per luneBl—monthly

From:Brim:Wat-onHan-owden,39His}.Street.Sutton.ELY, Omaha0362“
Tel: 01353 777006Email:Wmmid-demon.w.uk

Medina—Serw/KAI), Brympmn Cottage, limnswiclt Road,

Wanhing, West Sussex, BN11 3NQ. Tel/Fax 01903 206 739

We also run King Arthur’s Domain, 3 disc based PD library
containingover 200 discs. For a catalogue, and a disc (3“ or 3.5“)
and an S.S.A,E. to the address above. Medina-Serve is now
offering a standard l0% discount to all WACCI members. To get
our latest catalogue, simply send an A5 S.S.A.E to the address
above, and we’ll get one on it's way.
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nuarennnernmWMHE'IILEIEIH
Appearance and First ilpressions: The lagaaine is .45 size, has 54 pages and this
edition has an attractive, yeiiov cover featuring a cnnpnter singing ‘Iz’appy

nirtnday' to PROBE. My first reaction van that it was the tenth edition, but no!
PM” is l'SII YEARS ozn. to or nind, this neans that it nnst have quite a lot
going for it and certainly doing sonetlu'ng rig/It.

CONTENTS The letters were interesting,
especially the page of correspondence
between Ocean and a customer in 1967.
'lhere were two quizzes, relating to

"Till" and "SQUARES", which I found

interesting and challenging. At least
I could solve sale of the clues,
whereas the coded "SMILEY FACES" 10th
birthday poem had me at a loss.
The Iain part of the Iagazine

consists of reviews of adventures,
and hints/tips for playing others.
llot being an adventure addict, a lot
of these were Double Dutch to me.

There is a snail, interesting
llewsdesi, listing latest releases,
software and magazines.

ADVENTURE PROBE IAGAZIIIE

JUNE 1996
VOLllIE 10 ISSUE 6

Iliked the "Hall of Fame”, at the
bottom of the contents page, which is
a list of readers who have sent
contributions. Unfortunately, I found
the majority of the print rather
unclear. It Iade ne think of a poor
photocopy of a poor photocopy.

One and a half pages are taken up
with personal messages which,
presumably, means something to someone
- certainly not me!

OVERALL

The reviews seen to be in depth and
I‘n sure that the hints/tips are of
use to players. The magazine would
seem to be good value at £2 and I
would reconnend anyone interested in
adventures to try a copy.

obtainable from

‘lhe Editor
52 Burford lload

LIVERPOOL
L16 6hQ

SUNDAY
29 September1996

at the Beecot
Stadium

\AII\L§3I\l_L. “O90

4:2“to‘

\0

The one and onlg Secgow“0Great WACCI Combo«0600“

NB: Lunchmust be
booked in advance

J WACCIand avoid any lastminute panic, asTr'v~0° 100k your ticket for a great day out, send0e are only a limited numberof tickets available.

Bar available

Just ask Anglo
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hilllllliiifitfilllllllle‘.
tilmm REU'IIEIH

Ir’dt‘t‘l is a dazzling nagazine and club. It runs free the enthusiasm and good will
of its redhership, For this reason, people write for the nagaiine and get
involved in the clnh. This is what rates the well oiled aachine known as Iv’dt't'l

run so efficiently.

so YOU lAItIIA BE A IRIIER
Many people want to write for HACCI or
get more involved with the club but
simply don‘t know how or what they can
do. Firstly, you should get in touch
with the Editor so that he knows you
are ready and willing. Tell Philip
what you think you can do. There nay
not be something immediate that
springs to mind, but a few weeks or
months down the track and you could be
of invaluable use to your club.
Involvement with regards to writing
for HACCI is something slightly
different. This could be in the torn
of a letter or an article of
practically any sort. Almost anything
CPC related will be published. «It
will you know, I pronise -Philip))
It is really quite strange the way

that people don't think they have the
ability or knowledge to write an
article for HACCI, but can write a

page or more of letter to Fair
Comment. In the past some Fair'Comment
letters have been adapted into
articles in their own right. So never
fear, an article is easy really.
The problem here though, is ideas.

Again, let Philip know you want to
write something and he will keep you
in mind. At the same tile, you should
tell Ernie Ruddick to put you on his .
list of willing writers «also reads
as willing rings -Philip)). Ernie
resides under the title of "Wish List
Manager" on the inside back cover. Any
ideas for articles or subjects for
them go on his list. Ernie can then
target people to write about the
requested subjects for the Iagazime.
So, if you have a desire for an
article, or you want to write
something but don't know exactly what,
get in touch with those who can help.

so II" no rou IAIIIA llllTE
With regards to writing, there are
five basic reasons for doing so; news

items or announcements, investigation
of a specific item, to give us all a

laugh, to seek the answer to a problem
or tell us your opinion on a specific
matter.

News comes and goes, so
to be brief and to the point.
Investigating any item, tangible or
otherwise, takes up a lot of roon, so
making sure you stick to the point is
again an important factor to bear in
mind. All members of HACCI have needed
help at some point in their CPCiug
lives, so don‘t be afraid to ask what

may seen like a silly question. If you
don't know something and want to find
out, then write and ask. Somebody will
know the answer. The last reason for
writing really concerns opinion. There

are two schools of thought on this
matter. One is that when writing an
article you should not sway into
personal opinion, but instead keep
with the facts. Another view is that a

personal opinion should be given, but
make sure that people know it is your
opinion and not the unwritten law or
the definitive guide. Just because you
don‘t like Brunilord, that doesn't mean

to say it's a bad word processor «Yes
it does- Philip». The important thing
to remember when erpressing your
opinion, is that it should be based on
fact and not written out of spite.

it is best

THY CONTACTING THE IISHLISI BOSS

Ernie Ruddick
26 Spitalfields, Yarm

Cleveland, T515 9a.]

If you do decide that you want to
write an article, notice the way pages
are layed out. The text is 38 columns
wide and set to three columns of text
across the page. You are not asked to
layout your articles, I don‘t think
Philip would wish that on anyone. It
you want your own art work to be

placed within your article, take note
of how it must fit together on

the page. For example, a full screen
printout is very difficult to fit in
with text. If you have any problems,
or just want to check something for
your own benefit, give Philip a call
and he can set you straight on any

questions you nay have.

It's INFECTIOUS YOU KIOI

So now you have the writing bug, what
do you do? There are several paths you
could take. One is to send off an SSAE

to Ernie for a more specific guide on
how to actually write the articles in

question. Secondly, everybody who

received issue 100 should also have
issue three. In that issue HACCI

founder Jeff Halter wrote an article
on writing for HACCI. That article is
still very valid today and covers
slightly different points to this one.
You could get in contact with Ernie or
Philip about writing articles, or
indeed anybody you think could give
you advice on the article you want to
write. Perhaps if you have seen a

particularly good article in the
magazine, getting in touch with the
writer for a few personal pointers
might not be a bad idea. Remember that
all HACCI members are approachable.

I hope this article doesn't put you
off writing for HACCI or getting
involved with the club. It can be hard
work at times, but also inmensely
enjoyable and rewarding. «I’d like to
add, at this point, that the vast
lajnrity of articles I renieve are
well written, even those from aelhers
who said they couldn't do it -Philip))
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WWWmore ELEM: BEILLHB'T

[lost of you noticed the lack of an interview last aunt!) and many thought it was
down to my alleged bad organisation skills. In any defence I simply want to say
"Cast thine eyes upon thine editor". ((drm, well, you see, it was on the disc but
I forgot to print it out. I didn’t notice that it wasn’t there until my own copy
of IMCCI dropped through the post —Philip)) Just a little?

THE HEGIIIIIIIG

Clive is regarded by lany, rightly or
wrongly, as kthCI‘s Saviour. lie is
held close to nany peoples‘ hearts,
including my own and we welcome him
back to VACCI, even if it is only for
these r pages.

IAOCI) Clive, do you still use your
CPC regularly, or have you switched
over to a Plastic Conpnter?

Clive) of course, I wouldn't be

without then. Both of ny cm are
used regularly and they still retain a
place of honour in my study. In fact I

still use the sane set up I used when

editing HkCCI.

I can't inagine life (or computing)
without the CNS ........ and I’m not
going to try!

It) how did you get the nick nane
"Uncle Clive", by which you are still
fondly referred to by many lembers?

C) That one's down to OHG (that's
Steve Williams for the never menbers).
kihen I started writing for HACCI,

there was a young gifted Irish writer
who had a nick name of "Aunty John". I

presule Steve felt that “Uncle Clive“
was an appropriate continuation of the
nick nane tanily, even though I wasn’t
young, gifted or Irish.

w) ire you proud of the fact that
likCCI has now reached its tenth
birthday and that you had a hand in
getting so far?

C) I shall always be proud of the role
that I played in ensuring that HACCI

survived, prospered and developed.

I shall also continue to be amazed
by the hard work put in to the club by
the nenbers. thCI was, is, and should
always rennin the collective work of
the members and not the pet product of
an ageing (we?) editor.
One of club strengths is the way it

nobilises members in order to help
other members. This gives Him the
range of depth and talent needed to
ensure the CPC‘s and HnCCI's future.

HACCI survival and developlent is a

direct result of the newbers‘ work and
not the result of the efforts of a

single person. (I am not a free man, I
am a club melber - Number 6).

T) How did HACCI get on with nnstrad
lotion? There was the famous bust up
over the Star Trek front cover on

thCI, but what was the real story
behind it?

C) That‘s a very interesting question.
ldon't suppose that I thought Inch
about All and its relationship with
VACCI.

All always seemed far too commercial
to be of real help to CPC owners, they
wanted to convince owners to buy the
latest game, rather than helping then
achieve the lost how their CFC.

I'm sure that it‘s games orientation
did far more harm than good. Users
were bitten by the games bug and

inlediately went out and purchased a

game-playing nachine! This resulted in
a drop in CPC users and hi purchasers.

A bust up over the world fawous
"Star Trek" front cover? Not from my

point of view! The drawing was sent in
by a member, it fitted on the front
cover of HACCI (very important that)
and I used it. I cannot renenber who

sent it in, it may have been Peter
Canpbell or Ron Izett, I an sure the
artist will write and let us know.

It also went very well with the
follow up cover on thCI 67 which

portrayed ne as the guilty party.
A seemingly inportant magazine such

as it would need to be very sensitive
about its inage to believe that thCI
(sales SUG‘ish) would have any effect
on in (claimed sales of 31,000'ish
according to All).
I thought it was funny and I still

think it fits the whimsical HACCI way
which was wonderfully weird. How!

It) Why did you take on the job of
editing and running HACCI? After all,
it had already burnt Steve Williams
out and he was working on it full
time. You also had a job to go to on
top of that.

C) I’m beginning to think that you
like to ask lots of awkward questions.
I must point out that I only took

over as WACCI Editor, other nelbers
took over the many various roles
involved in running WACCI. HhCCI is
not a one man show and will never be a

one man (or woman) show. I was just
the figure head of a large army of
willing and highly skilled volunteers.
I did not save the club, we saved

the club, we saved it for ourselves,
for all the other members.
Steve (OliG) Hillians had to run the

whole of Him, whilst I only had to
cope with the glamour role of editor.

To understand what was happening
I‘ll take you back to those heady days
of the early 1990's.
It was early in 1990 when the first

signs indicating that all was not well
down at "VACCI's Golden Towers" in
London Town began to appear. Issues
were late, then missed a month, then
after HACCI 49 there was a big gap...
and then it all went very quiet on the
WhCCI front.
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Whilst waiting for the situation to
resolve, we talked amongst ourselves
and agreed that we (and the other
members) needed and wanted a WhCCI or
a son of WhCCI.

We needed a known member to head the
talks. I seemed to be the most known

so I got the job. I talked to Steve
and he agreed to the Committee taking
over WhCCI as a club, rather than a

business.
I talked to the Committee and they

each stuck their hands in to their
pockets and raised enough money to
float WhCCI as a club, and as they say
in the movies, the rest is history.
There is perhaps a deeper reason why

I wanted to edit WhCCI, and its roots
stretch way back in my school days. I

had an English teacher who appeared to
delight in giving me scores of 0 out
of 30 because he didn't like my

writing style and because he didn't
like my attitude.
lie once confiscated my copy of

Chairman Mao's "Little Red look" and
threatened to tell my parents that I
was reading it. They wouldn't have
minded, they obtained it for me, at my

request, as a birthday present.
I knew he was wrong and I let him

know that I knew he was wrong, which
is perhaps not the brightest of things
to do to someone who was going to mark

your essays.
Editing WhCCI gave me the chance to

prove that my assessment of myself was

right. Spelling - poor. Punctuation -
worse than the spellink. Style - good.
Understanding - very good.

W) When you took over from Steve
Williams, how did you steer WACCI from
a business into a club?

C) I believed that WhCCI was too large
and much too important to be a one man

business. It would have taken more
time than I could spare to run it as a

one-man show. I and the other members
I spoke to agreed that it had a better
chance of survival as a club, where
active members would take on duties
they enjoyed and that they could cope
with in terms of time and ability.
It would also have been wrong to

make money for myself out of other
members‘ hard work. It‘s worth noting,
for the record, I may have been the
editor, but I still paid my

subscription!

I have always believed that every
individual should have an equal say in
decision making and that every
individual has much to offer the group
to which they belong. The 90‘s belief
that some company chairlen are worth
50 times more than those who do the
work is, in my opinion, garbage.

W) Why did you decide to give up the
editorship of WACCI when you did?

C) The reasons for my deciding to
stand down as editor of WACCI are as
many and as varied as you can imagine.
There has and always will be

speculation as to why the decision was

reached. The truth is probably less
interesting than the speculation.
Since 1983 I have worked for the

"hottinghamshire Chamber of Commerce 1.

Industry" (a private limited company)
as a Training Co-ordinator. The main
duty was the provision of training for
the unemployed via the government's
Youth and Adult training schemes.

We had the usual array of staff,
this included, 1 Director, 2 managers
and Assistant llanagers, 4 Training
officers, and so on.... and they
didn't do a good job.
In early 1993 following a string of

poor performances the Chamber cleared
them all out and set about recruiting
a new manager.

We, the low level staff who did all
the work, discussed this amongst
ourselves and agreed that we could do

a much better job. The Chamber agreed
we could run the division ourselves
(we were cheaper) and so we did.

We put in to practice the principles
that l have always believed in, and
that we had been teaching, those of
equality, empowerment of staff,
consensus agreements, of letting those
who can do the job do it, etc., - of
course it all worked well.

From those early beginnings we have
achieved an annual growth rate in
turnover of 20% per year and we now

have a lit market share, we still
don‘t have a manager, and in 3 years
only I (out of 19) person has left.
I found that the time I needed to

devote to work in order to achieve
this co-operative ate into the time I
had available to edit WhCCI.

I did not want WhCCI to become a
second rate publication and so I
decided that it was time to hand over.

W) It's been some two years since you

left the club Clive, why stay quiet
for so long?

C) I always believed that er-editors,
ex-girlfriends and ex-anything should
neither be seen nor heard. They only

bring trouble and strife.
Whatever I said or did was likely to

be a cause of problems, and so not
saying and not doing anything seemed
to me to be the best option.
The editor must have a free hand to

produce a magazine in his (or her) own

way, after all, they are judged on the
results that they produce.
Let me outline what I mean, I've

read WhCCI 100 and if I were doing it
I'd have moved “Don‘t look back in
Anger" to Page 12, The Rombor article
to Page 13, "Market Stall' to Page 15,
Epic to Page 1'), Jeff‘s interview to
Page 19, Eproms to Page 20, "Good

Enough" to Page 21, "Desert Island
Disc's" to Page 23 and so on.

Why? I like articles to start on the
right hand page as that is the natural
side of the magazine to look at.
Think about it, you hold it in your
left hand and flick the pages with

your right hand.
Despite the explanation, this will

be taken as a criticism of the editor,
and the more that I explain, the more
critical I will appear to be.

W) In his interview, Steve Williams
said that there was never a "Great
Crash" of WACCI. In brief, what's your
side of the takeover of issue 50'!

C) I had no interest in what was going
on at WACCI in the time prior to
transforming it into a club. My real
concern was that WACCI (or a son of
WhCCI) should survive,
At the time WhCCI was not appearing

on a regular basis, WACCI 49 came out
around June 1990 and WACCI Si] (under
new management as a club) appeared in

January 1991.
All I will say is "First there was a

WhCCI, Then there was no WACCI, Then
there was ..... "
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Jeff. Thanks for your help, Cheers!
John. Pardon?

And it must be true because this story
was originally revealed by hunty John
in HACCI nany years ago and HACCI

wouldn‘t lie to you, would it?

I!) Can we expect to see Uncle Clive at
the HACCI Convention in Valsall?

C) I will be there, pronise! It should
have been held at a football stadium,
(there, that's 32 complaints for Fair
Consent). I as looking forward to
renewing discussions with old friends,
nost of whon I net at the HACCI stand
at the “All Formats Colputer Fairs."

THE END

Thanks Clive and I‘ll look forward to
seeing you in a nonths tine. Mind you,
to people reading this it will have

ll) Jeff Walker says that the aoronyl John. I can't hear you.
HACCI didn't lean anything in Jeff. I need a nale for the Iagazine.
particular and Steve Hillials says it John. Speak up, the phone is buzzing.
stands for ”Walker‘s Anstrad Conputer Jeff. I need a name for the nagazine.
Club International". llhat's your
version of the story? Just what does
VACCI really lean?

C) As far as I an aware HACCI is not mi:
an acronym of anything. When asked frwhat HhCCI stands for, my answer has :h H
either been “fair play, honesty and

II

e

integrity" or "The National hnthel“. eu

I‘m sure that hunty John explained
Years

where the nale cale fro- Iany noons Party

ago, it goes like this....

Jeff Walker phones hunty John.

Jeff. llello is that John?
John. Pardon! John. The phone is buzzing, you need

Jeff. llello John! to whack it at your end.

John. Pardon! Jeff. WhCCI, that’s a good nane!

Jeff. Hello John!! John. Speak up please. been justa few days ago.

ETFIR TREK
UIEIT FIII'IETRHEI
FICTIDI'I
EEI'ISFITIDI'I!

ISSUE 66
MAY

£1.50
1993

Scuttg.
intelligent life

Bean us up
There’s no

down here.
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